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Abstract 
Background: 

To make use of large-scale data sets from genomics, biologists need computational systems to 

store, process, analyze, annotate, and visualize their data. Cloud-based science gateways such 

as CyVerse provide storage and analysis tools but offer limited visualization capability. In 

parallel, desktop programs such as the Integrated Genome Browser (IGB) support interactive, 

dynamic data visualization using local computing resources. However, CyVerse and IGB exist 

separate from each other, with no easy way for users to transfer data between the two. 

Results: 

We present BioViz Connect, a new web application that connects CyVerse and IGB using the 

CyVerse Terrain API. Using BioViz Connect, researchers can stream their data to IGB for 

visualization and run analyses to create new visualizations. BioViz Connect also functions as a 

dashboard-style application that lets users specify genome version and visual appearance for 

data files, thus controlling how data will look once loaded into IGB. To demonstrate BioViz 

Connect, we present an example RNA-Seq data set from Arabidopsis thaliana that compares 

gene expression between heat-treated plants and non-heat-treated controls. Using CyVerse 
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and BioViz Connect, we create scaled coverage graphs and visualize them in Integrated 

Genome Browser, showing how the blend of cloud and desktop resources give researchers 

greater power to explore and understand their data. Visit https://bioviz.org/connect.html to use 

BioViz Connect. 

Conclusions: 

BioViz Connect shows how applications that integrate remote cloud resources with interactive, 

desktop applications boost researchers' ability to explore and understand their data.  
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Background 
Despite decades of progress, biology researchers still face major challenges storing, 

processing, analyzing, and visualizing genomic data. There are many tools and systems that 

can perform one or more of these tasks, but rarely all four. As an example, consider data 

storage versus data processing and analysis systems. Biologists regularly use consumer-

focused, low-cost commercial cloud storage platforms like Google Drive and Dropbox to share 

and store data. These and similar platforms are well-engineered and convenient, but they lack 

integration with data analysis tools.  

 To analyze their data, researchers must transfer their files to a system that offers 

analysis capability. For many researchers, this means moving the data onto a research-focused 

cluster computing environment maintained at their home institution. These systems use mature, 

well-documented queuing software for managing and parallelizing jobs for many users at once, 

and they offer tremendous computational power. Universities typically employ research 

computing teams whose sole focus is maintaining the cluster environment and supporting 

scientific users. However, using these systems requires technical skill, e.g., shell scripting, that 

few biologists have time to acquire.  

 Even more of a problem, however, is that these systems rarely make interactive 

visualization possible. Design decisions motivated by the need to keep these systems secure 

have undermined users' ability to flow data into interactive, graphical, visualization tools. By 

definition, such tools need to display interactive, graphical content on the user's local desktop, 
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and the only way to do this currently is to use desktop visualization software, either running in a 

Web browser or in specialized desktop applications like Integrated Genome Browser [1, 2], 

Cytoscape [3], and others. The limitation this imposes on science cannot be underestimated. In 

the life sciences, where data set sizes are enormous and data are heterogeneous and complex, 

visualizing data is practically synonymous with understanding data. Even worse, the inability to 

visually interact with data leads to errors. For example, one commonly performed step in 

transcriptome analysis involves aligning RNA-Seq sequence reads onto a reference genome. 

However, the widely used tophat2 and hisat2 RNA-Seq aligners assume a default, maximum 

intron size (500,000 bases) that is too large for non-mammalian genomes [4, 5]. Running 

tophat2 with default settings and a plant reference genome generates many incorrect 

alignments in which sequence reads align across neighboring genes. This problem is 

immediately apparent upon viewing the alignments in a genome browser and almost impossible 

to notice otherwise. Because researchers have lacked convenient ways to visualize their data, 

many studies have overlooked this not-well-known aspect of spliced alignment tools [6-12]. 

 A large community of technologists and computer scientists have been working for many 

years to address these problems. As often happens in science, many groups tackling the same 

problems have converged on similar solutions. One such common solution involves building 

Web sites called "science gateways" that provide a single point of access to disparate or hard-

to-use HPC resources [13]. In bioinformatics, the Galaxy workflow system was one of the first to 

explore this idea [14]. Galaxy is a Web application implemented in python that provides a user-

friendly interface to command-line tools used to process large-scale 'omics data sets [15]. 

Researchers upload data files to their Galaxy accounts, where they process their files using 

tools from a shared Galaxy Toolshed [16] in sequential pipelines assembled using a graphical 

workflow editor. Dozens of developers and scientists from many countries contribute to Galaxy, 

and many more contribute tutorials and training materials to the Galaxy Training Network [17]. 

These tutorials teach researchers how to properly run tools featured in the Galaxy Toolshed, 

and, perhaps more importantly, how to evaluate and use the results. This latter aspect of Galaxy 

illustrates how  science gateways can combine user and developer communities that work 

together to improve scientific practice.  

 However, science gateways by design aspire to become a single location for accessing 

tools, and so whatever visualization tools they provide are typically built-in to the system. This 

makes it difficult for users to pull data into specialized visualization desktop tools that are often 

more flexible and user-friendly. To address this problem, Galaxy developers created a now 

widely used "External Viewers API" that allows developers to configure Galaxy to serve public 
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links to data files that can then be consumed by external tools [18]. Using this API, a developer 

can introduce a hyperlink within the Galaxy interface that forwards a data file's URL to external 

viewers which in turn use the URL to retrieve and display data files hosted on Galaxy. As 

described elsewhere, we used this API to enable users to view their Galaxy data files in 

Integrated Genome Browser [1], and many other groups have done the same. However, the 

communication between Galaxy and external viewers is currently limited to providing only the 

data file URL to external applications.  

 Building on insights gained from the Galaxy project, the iPlant Collaborative developed 

the Discovery Environment (DE) web portal, a science gateway focusing on supporting plant 

science [19, 20]. Similar to Galaxy, the DE lets users build pipelines from command-line 

programs using a Web-based interface. To build the DE, iPlant engineers first built the iPlant 

Foundational APIs (Application Programmer Interfaces), which provided a programmatic 

gateway to resources for which Discovery Environment became the "front end" user interface. 

Thus, the project of building Discovery Environment provided immediate and realistic use cases 

for the API itself.  

 Extending the concept of the Galaxy Toolshed, the Discovery Environment enables 

users to create, deploy, and publish data processing utilities called "Apps" that operate on user-

specified input files. Apps are most often single command-line programs (like tophat2) with 

some or all options pre-configured by the App contributor.  Once an App is published, anyone 

with an account on the system can use it. Another important feature of the DE and its APIs is 

that users can annotate their files and Apps with user-defined metadata. This enables 

developers to tag files with application-specific metadata, which makes supporting application-

specific functionality much easier. A third key feature is that DE contains a shared "Community" 

file store where users can permanently publish files, often in conjunction with a peer-reviewed 

scientific publication. Fourth, the DE offers an open authentication system that enables users to 

authorize third-party access to their files. These four features make DE into a virtual community 

of data and compute resources for researchers and developers to use, build and populate.   

 In 2015, the iPlant Collaborative renamed itself CyVerse and expanded its intended 

audience to include all life science researchers, not just plant scientists. Throughout its history, 

iPlant and CyVerse continued to build and expand the iPlant Foundational APIs. In addition, the 

experience of building these Science Gateway APIs spawned new API-focused projects, such 

as the AGAVE APIs [21]. The original and always improving iPlant Foundation APIs are now 

available under the name "Terrain APIs." Any action a user can perform interactively using the 

Discovery Environment Web interface can also be done computationally using the underlying 
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Terrain APIs. Like Galaxy, the Discovery Environment has many thousands of users and has 

become an essential part of many biology projects.  

 Science gateway implementations have great potential to solve problems of access and 

usability, but like all Web-based user interfaces, they require constant maintenance and revision 

to keep up with rapid changes in the Web programming sphere. Web site interfaces that were 

innovative only one or two years ago may seem dated and clunky to today's users. Or worse, 

they may lack features that today's users now regard as essential, such as single sign-on using  

Facebook or Google. The iPlant/CyVerse infrastructure offers a partial solution to this problem 

of rapid obsolescence via their focus on building APIs in advance of or in tandem with 

application development. CyVerse infrastructure separates presentation logic from data access 

and data processing logic, and therefore has the potential for greater longevity as the most 

labile part of the infrastructure - the user interface - can be developed independently from the 

underlying APIs.  

 One important limitation of the CyVerse infrastructure, however, is that there is currently 

no easy way for researchers to visualize genomic data sets stored in CyVerse and thus sanity-

check, explore, or visually analyze their results. To develop the concept of connecting desktop 

software to science gateways via APIs, we built BioViz Connect, which integrates CyVerse data 

storage and HPC resources and Integrated Genome Browser, a full-featured visualization 

system that runs on the user's desktop.   

Implementation 
BioViz Connect is a single-page Web application that accesses CyVerse storage and compute 

resources by calling Terrain API endpoints. BioViz Connect forwards those resources to 

Integrated Genome Browser by hitting local REST API endpoints within Integrated Genome 

Browser itself. Thus, BioViz Connect forms a bridge between distant systems: CyVerse-

managed computing resources fronted by the Terrain APIs and Integrated Genome Browser, a 

rich client Java application running locally on a personal computer.  

 BioViz Connect consists of two parts: a JavaScript-based user interface that runs in the 

user's Web browser and a back-end server-side application that manages authentication and 

communication with Terrain API endpoints. The user interface code on the front end is 

implemented using HTML5, CSS, Bootstrap 4.3.1, JavaScript, and jQuery 1.10.2. The server-

side code is implemented in python3 using the Django web application framework. BioViz 

Connect is deployed on Amazon Web Services infrastructure using the Apache Web server 
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software, but its design is platform agnostic and could run on other cloud or local systems as 

needed. BioViz Connect code is open source and available from 

https://bitbucket.org/lorainelab/bioviz-connect. 

 BioViz Connect application flow, described in detail in the following sections, 

emphasizes responsiveness and user-friendliness while also protecting users' credentials, e.g., 

CyVerse account passwords. As users navigate through BioViz Connect screens, the front end 

JavaScript code running in the user's Web browser communicates securely with the server-side 

parts of the application, which in term communicate securely with CyVerse API endpoints via 

encrypted channels. The Django server-side code uses a REDIS database to store user 

authentication tokens during a session, which is identified by a session id stored in the database 

and in the user's Web browser, but apart from this, no other user data is tracked.  

 Integrated Genome Browser is developed using the Java programming language version 

1.8. The IGB source code resides in a git repository hosted free of charge on Atlassian's 

bitbucket.org site, and a continuous integration/continuous deployment mechanism uses 

bitbucket pipelines and ansible software to build the IGB application and package it for release. 

A formally released, fully-tested version is clearly marked on the Web site https://bioviz.org as 

the recommended version for most users, and people wanting the latest features can download 

the most recently developed code (called the "master" branch) under the name "Early Release 

IGB."   

 IGB is a desktop software program which users download and install on their local 

computer systems. To make this process as easy as possible, the IGB Web site 

https://bioviz.org provides installers for Linux, MacOS, and Windows platforms. Installers include 

both IGB compiled code as well as a Java language run-time to ensure trouble-free installation 

and operation. IGB is open source software that is freely available for anyone to modify to suit 

their needs, but a core team of developers (led by Ann Loraine) is responsible for managing and 

executing the formal IGB release cycle via the BioViz Web domain. In addition, the core group 

has received complimentary licenses to use continuous integration/continuing deployment tools 

and resources from the Atlassian company, based in Australia. We also enjoy a complimentary 

license to use the Install4J installer software from EJ Technologies, based in the EU. 

 IGB architecture is described in detail in other publications, and so here we highlight just 

those aspects of IGB implementation needed to understand how IGB and BioViz Connect 

interact. IGB contains a simple Web server configured to respond to REST-style queries on an 

IGB-specific port on the user's local computer. As users interact with BioViz Connect Web 

pages, JavaScript functions running in the Web browser make REST-style calls to this IGB 
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localhost endpoint, directing IGB to load and display data pulled from CyVerse. This is an 

enhancement of the REST-based mechanism IGB uses to interact with and consume data from 

other sites, including the BioAnalytics Resource (BAR) eFP-Seq browser [22] and the Galaxy 

workflow server [15]. The chief difference or innovation of BioViz Connect compared to these 

older schemes is that BioViz Connect transmits meta-data about a data set to IGB, thus 

enabling users to configure the appearance of their data using the BioViz Connect user 

interface as a dashboard-style application. This ensures that when colleagues or collaborators 

view the same data in IGB, it will appear as the owner of the data intended.  

Results and Discussion 
To demonstrate BioViz Connect, we describe the following use case scenario showing how to 

annotate, analyze, and visualize an example RNA-Seq data set hosted in the CyVerse 

Discovery Environment. For the convenience of readers, we published the example data to the 

CyVerse Discovery Environment "Community" folder, where all CyVerse users can view the files 

but not modify them.  

 The BioViz Connect launch page is https://bioviz.org/connect.html. Clicking the "Log in to 

CyVerse" link at BioViz Connect takes us to a page hosted on CyVerse where we enter our 

CyVerse username and password to log in. (Anyone can obtain an account free of charge from 

https://de.cyverse.org/de/.) This page is the entry point for the CyVerse Central Authentication 

Service (CAS). When we log in using this page, the CyVerse site and BioViz Connect 

communicate behind the scenes, exchanging data that allows BioViz Connect to access and 

interact with CyVerse resources on our behalf. This service ensures we never expose our 

CyVerse password outside the CyVerse domain itself. Another benefit is that CyVerse 

infrastructure manages user accounts; no BioViz-specific accounts or passwords are required.  

 Upon successful login, BioViz Connect receives an authorization code directly from 

CyVerse. BioViz Connect's server-side code uses the authorization code to retrieve an access 

token from CyVerse, which it then uses to access Terrain API endpoints. At no point is the 

access token exposed to the Web browser running on our local computer. Protecting the access 

token in this way is essential as it provides unfettered access to a user’s account.  

The token expires after a short period. Following expiration, we must log in again to 

continue using BioViz Connect. We can also sign out whenever we like. When we log out, 

BioViz Connect deletes our access token from its server-side database, deletes a BioViz 

Connect Web browser cookie with session identifier from our Web browser, and then redirects 
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us to a CyVerse CAS logout page to notify CyVerse that the access token is now no longer 

valid. Many other sites use the same process to manage logging in and out, and so this flow 

feels familiar and comfortable.   

As soon as we log in, our Web browser displays the BioViz Connect user interface, 

which shows a browsable, sortable, paginated view of our account's CyVerse home directory 

and its contents (Fig. 1A). This view of files and data resembles the interface for Google Drive, a 

deliberate design choice that leverages researchers' increasing familiarity with this commonly 

used cloud storage system. Similar to Google Drive, clicking an item selects it, and double-

clicking a folder opens it and displays the contents. A bread crumb display at the top of the 

panel shows the path from the root folder to the currently opened folder, a view that helps us 

understand and remember how we have organized our data. One improvement on Google Drive 

is that users can copy the file path for any file or folder. Links shown in the browser's URL bar 

reflect the organization of one's files, and we can use the browser's forward, back, and 

bookmarking functions to navigate the virtual file system.    

A search entry form at the top of the page lets us to search for files or folders by name. 

Searches use implicit wild cards.  For example, we can search for ".bam" to retrieve all binary 

alignment (bam format) files in the home folder. Only files for which we have read access are 

returned.  

Navigation buttons linking home, shared and community data folders appear in a side 

panel left of the central file and folder view. As noted above, the demonstration RNA-Seq data 

set resides in a subfolder of the "Community" folder, which holds data files shared across all 

user accounts. Our example data reside in file path "BioViz / rnaseq / A_thaliana_Jun_2009 / 

SRP220157 / reads." The "reads" folder contains bam format files with alignments between 

RNA-Seq sequence reads and the most recent (June 2009) release of the Arabidopsis thaliana 

reference genome, also called "TAIR10" and "TAIR9" [23]. The RNA-Seq data are from a study 

of how heat and desiccation stresses affect gene expression and RNA splicing in 21-day old 

Arabidopsis plants. The original sequence data are publicly available from the Sequence Read 

Archive (SRA) [24] as Bioproject PRJNA509437.  

To illustrate using BioViz Connect, we first discuss RNA-Seq alignment files 

SRR10060893.bam and SRR10060894.bam, named for their corresponding "run" accessions in 

the Sequence Read Archive. They both represent control samples and are biological replicates 

of each other. The BioViz Connect middle panel view shows that SRR10060893.bam has size 

1.61 GB, about twice the size of SRR10060894.bam, which is 0.669 GB. Using their "run" ids, 

we can look them up in the Sequence Read Archive, where we find that sample SRR10060893 
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produced around 37.6 sequences (called "spots") and sample SR1006094 produced 36.7 

sequences. This shows that the two samples were sequenced to about the same depth, and so 

their resulting alignment files ought to have similar sizes. The fact that they do not suggests 

there could be a problem with one or both samples. Visualizing the data in Integrated Genome 

Browser will likely expose any possible problems with the data. 

To view the data, we start Integrated Genome Browser. Next, we return to BioViz 

Connect in our Web browser and click the green button labeled "View in IGB". IGB then opens 

the correct genome version and adds the file as a new track to its display. Clicking the "View in 

IGB" button causes BioViz Connect JavaScript code, running in the Web browser, to send a 

command to Integrated Genome Browser running on our desktop. The command includes 

parameters that tell IGB where to find the data on the CyVerse site along with meta-data 

parameters associated with the track, including genome version and style information. If IGB is 

not currently running when we click the "View in IGB" button, then the JavaScript code instead 

displays a notice letting us know that in order to view the data in IGB, we first must start IGB. 

Using BioViz Connect requires IGB version 9.1.2 or later. 

When we first open a genome, IGB shows the first listed chromosome in a pre-sorted 

list, typically whichever chromosome is named "1" or "Chr1."  In this case, Chr1 encompasses 

more than 30 million bases. Because the RNA-Seq experiment contains millions of alignments, 

we need to zoom to a smaller region before attempting to load the data. In this example, our 

goal is to sanity-check the two data files by comparing them, and for this purpose, the best 

approach is to view the data for a familiar gene whose behavior is already well-understood. We 

know from prior work that the gene SR45a, encoding an RNA-binding protein, exhibits 

interesting splicing and expression patterns under stresses [25, 26], and so we use IGB's 

search function to zoom and pan to SR45a. (SR45a is also called AT1G07350, which is the 

gene's Arabidopsis Genome Initiative or AGI code.)  

To load the alignments into IGB, we click the "Load Data" button at the top right of the 

IGB window. Once the data load, we almost immediately notice a problem with SRR10060894 

(Fig. 1B). The alignments for this sample appear in tidy, vertical stacks covering approximately 

30% of the gene's exons. By contrast, the alignments for the other sample fully cover the gene 

body and include many spliced reads split across introns. The sparser pattern observed in 

SRR10060894 typically arises when the library synthesis process included too many PCR 

amplification cycles, which reduces the diversity of resulting sequence data. Unfortunately, this 

means we must not use this file for further analysis. This example illustrates the importance of 

visualizing data at multiple steps in the data analysis process, not just at the end. 
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BioViz Connect links CyVerse and IGB by using the Terrain API to attach meta-data to 

files. The Terrain API represents metadata items as three values - Attribute, Value, and Unit 

(AVU) - and is built on top of the iRods data management system, the underlying data store for 

CyVerse. Within a metadata item, "Attribute" refers to its label, "Value" refers to its specific 

value, and "Unit" indicates metadata type. Within BioViz Connect, we use a custom, IGB-

specific Unit to retrieve and display IGB-relevant metadata. BioViz Connect passes these 

metadata values to IGB to when we click "View in IGB" to specify how the file's data will look 

once loaded and also to make sure that IGB overlays the data onto the correct reference 

assembly. 

To view and modify BioViz Connect-related meta-data for a file, we right-click the file 

name in the middle panel and select "View meta-data". This opens a right-side panel with IGB-

specific meta-data (Fig. 1A). The most important meta-data for genomic data files is shown at 

the top of the right panel display: species and reference genome assembly names. If these are 

not correctly set, IGB will fail to switch to the correct genome assembly version when we click 

the "View in IGB" option. Because the goal of BioViz Connect is to facilitate visualization in IGB, 

it uses an IGB-specific genome version nomenclature which includes species name (thaliana), 

the first letter of the genus (A for Arabidopsis), and the month and year that the genome 

assembly version was released. Style meta data control how the track will look in IGB, such as 

track colors and track name. A free-text comment field lets the file's owner describe in human-

readable terms what the file represents. If our account has write-permission to the file, we can 

change the meta-data values, thus using the BioViz Connect user interface to control how IGB 

will represent the data once loaded. This meta-data display thus acts as a dashboard 

application that lets us annotate data and configure its appearance.  
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Fig. 1 Example BioViz Connect main page and data visualization. a BioViz Connect main page. 

The left panel shows shortcuts to home, shared, community folders. The middle panel lists files 

and folders. The right panel shows the selected file’s metadata. b SRR10060893.bam and 

SRR10060894.bam files viewed in IGB overlapping the SR45a gene of Arabidopsis thaliana. 

 

The flow of data from CyVerse into IGB depends on data files having publicly accessible 

URLs hosted on servers that IGB can use to retrieve data. It also depends on the server 

software supporting HTTP byte range requests, which allows client software to request 
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arbitrarily small or large sections using byte addresses and thus avoid downloading entire files 

during the visualization session. To ensure users have total control of file visibility, BioViz 

Connect provides an easy way to activate or de-activate data file URLs when needed. The 

context menu shown in Figure 1A includes an option to "Manage Link," which opens the right-

panel display (Fig. 2). Similar to sharing in commercial cloud storage products, users can 

choose to make individual files public or private. Public links are viewable to anyone with the 

link, including non-CyVerse users. This lets researchers easily share data with colleagues 

without their needing to log into CyVerse first. They can open the file from inside IGB by using 

its "Open URL" feature. As a convenience for users, clicking the "View in IGB" button on private 

files triggers a dialog for creating the public URL for the data set. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Right-panel showing Public/Private options for a file. The file is currently set as public, 

with a public link displayed at the bottom. 

 

In addition to the above example, the experiment includes another two files from 

biological replicates with different sizes. The file SRR10060911.bam is 1.83 Gb, but 

SRR10060912.bam is only 0.454 Gb. Viewing the "Notes" section in the meta-data for each file 

shows that both samples are from plants that underwent a 3-hour, heat stress treatment. When 

we open and view these samples in IGB, we see that the pattern of alignments within them is 

similar, but there are fewer alignments from the smaller file (Fig. 3).  

To summarize the amount of sequencing that was done, we use a visual analytics 

feature within IGB that lets us create coverage graphs using data from the read alignment 

tracks. To make a coverage graph, we right-click a track label for a read alignment track and 

choose option "Track Operations > Depth Graph (All)". This generates a new derived track 

showing a graph in which the y-axis indicates the number of sequences aligned per position 
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indicated on the x-axis, corresponding to base pair positions in the genome. IGB displays a 

vertical, yellow highlight bar to signal when a track derives from another track and does not 

come from a separate data file. After modifying the y-axis lower and upper boundary values 

(using controls in IGB's Graph tab), we see that although the pattern of alignments was similar 

between the two samples, the overall level of sequencing was different. Sample SRR10060912 

has less read coverage across SR45a than SRR10060911 (Fig. 3). Thus, the file size difference 

reflects different amounts of sequencing rather than a problem with the library synthesis, as was 

the case in the previous example. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Heat treated samples viewed in IGB. Alignment tracks and their derived depth graph 

tracks are shown. The y-axis values represent the number of aligned sequences per base pair 

position indicated on the coordinates track. Gene models are from the SR45a gene. 

 

Summarizing read alignments with coverage graphs can provide a fast way to compare 

expression across sample types, but only if the libraries were sequenced to approximately the 

same depth. To properly use coverage graphs to assess expression, we need to scale or 

normalize the graphs to account for differences in sequencing depth. Performing this 

transformation within IGB itself is impractical, however, as it would require downloading, 

reading, and processing the entire bam-format alignments file. A much better approach is to off-

load computationally intensive visual analytics tasks to CyVerse HPC resources. To do this, we 

again take advantage of Terrain APIs, this time using APIs that provide access to pre-built data 

analysis functions called "CyVerse Apps." These Apps provide high-performance-computing 
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(HPC) via APIs, and BioViz Connect uses these to generate scaled genome-wide coverage 

graphs for researchers without taxing their local resources.  

To create a scaled coverage graph, we return to BioViz Connect, right-click a bam 

format file, and choose "Analyse." This opens the Analysis right-panel display, which lists 

CyVerse Apps that can accept the selected file type as input (Fig. 4A). The CyVerse ecosystem 

has a large number of Apps with similar names that are maintained by different groups, and so 

to avoid confusing users, BioViz Connect displays a curated subset of published Apps that 

produce output relevant to data visualization in IGB. When a user selects a file and clicks 

"Analyse", BioViz Connect checks its database of curated Apps to determine which can accept 

the file as input and then displays them in the right panel. When we select an App, BioViz 

Connect retrieves App details from the Terrain API and dynamically creates an entry form (using 

HTML5) we use to enter options for how we want the App to run.   

Selecting "Make scaled coverage graph" opens a form with options for creating the 

graph using the genomeCoverage function from the DeepTools suite of python-based command 

line genome analysis tools (Fig. 4B) [27]. To run the tool, we enter a name for the file that will be 

created from the bam file and also select the BAM file's companion index (bai) file, a required 

input. Next, we click "Run Analysis," which submits a request to run the App using the CyVerse 

HPC resources. Once we submit our request, also called a "job," we can check its status by 

looking it up in our Analyses Log (Fig. 4C). Jobs are listed as Queued, Running, Failed, or 

Completed. The CyVerse infrastructure sends us an email when the job finishes, and we can 

find the output, a bedgraph format file, in the same folder as the input bam file. If we do not have 

permission to write to this folder, as is the case with Community folder, then the output file is 

saved to our home directory. Clicking the job name in the Analyses Log opens the folder where 

the output data are stored.   

Figure 4D shows scaled coverage graphs created for the two RNA-Seq samples 

described above. Examining the scaled coverage graphs for SR45a shows that both heat-

treated samples had similar scaled expression (Fig. 4D). This indicates that the difference 

observed in the unscaled coverage graph was likely an artifact of lower sequencing depth rather 

than depressed expression of the gene in one replicate versus the other. Figure 4D also shows 

a scaled coverage graph (labeled "cool") from a control sample that received no heat stress 

treatment. The control sample's scaled coverage graph exhibits approximately 10-fold lower 

expression (measured as y-axis values) across the spliced regions of the gene, visually 

demonstrating that the heat stress treatment increased SR45a transcript abundance during 

stress [25]. 
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Fig. 4. Example analysis in BioViz Connect with output visualized in IGB. a BioViz Connect 

main page with analysis right panel open. b Scaled coverage graph analysis options for naming 

the analysis, selecting input file, output file name, and index file selection. c Analyses log 

showing the status of current and previous jobs. d SRR10060902 (control), SRR10060911 (heat 

treated), and SRR10060912 (heat treated) scaled bedgraph files viewed in IGB overlapping the 

SR45a gene of Arabidopsis thaliana. 

 

Conclusions 
We built BioViz Connect, a Web application uniting the extensive data storage and HPC 

resources provided by CyVerse with the powerful desktop interactivity provided by Integrated 

Genome Browser. BioViz Connect offers a familiar user interface for viewing files and folders, 

attaching metadata to files, running analyses, and sending data to IGB for visualization. As one 

of the first web applications to use the Terrain API outside the CyVerse ecosystem, BioViz 

Connect demonstrates the power and flexibility of combining cloud resources with local desktop 

performance to optimize whole genome analyses and interactive visualization.  
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